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Throughout this note R is a commutative ring with identity and all modules
are unital.
We denote the maximal ring of quotients of R by Q(R) and the ring gen-
erated by the set of all idempotents of Q(R) over R by C(R). In case jR is semi-
prime, C(R) coincides with the Baer hull of R in the sense of A. C. Mewborn
([3, Proposition 2.5]). For an 7?-module M, we denote its injective hull by
ER(M). It is well known (e.g. [1]) that if R is semi-prime, then Q(R)=ER(R).
Let M be an jR-module. We put
T(M) = {x£ΞM\lϊomR(Rx, ER(R)) = 0}
= {x<=M I (0: x) is a denset ideal of R}
where (0:x)= {r<=R\rx=Q} (see [7]). M is said to be torsion if T(M)=M and
torsion free if T(M)=Q.
Now, for an Λ-module M, we shall consider the following condition studied
in [4]:
(*) M is embedded in a direct sum of cyclic Λ-modules as an essential R-
submodule.
In [4] the author proved the following
Theorem 1. Let R be a regular ring. Then the following conditions are
equivalent:
(a) Q(R)=C(R).
(b) Every finitely generated torsion free R-module M satisfies the condition (*)
The purpose of this note is to prove the following two theorems.
Theorem 2. Let R be a regular ring. Then the following conditions are
equivalent:
(a) Q(R/I)=C(R/I) for every dense ideal I of R.
t An ideal I of R is said to be dense provided that for any r and r' in R with r'ΦO, there
exists s in R such that sr^I and sr'φO.
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(b) Every finitely generated torsion R-module M satisfies the condition (*).
Theorem 3. Let R be a regular ring. Then the following conditions are
equivalent:
(a) Q(R/I)=C(R/I) for every ideal I of R.
(b) Every finitely generated R-module M satisfies the condition (*).
To prove the theorems above, we use the following lemmas.
Lemma 4. For any R-module M with n generators, there exist n elements
xly ~,xn in ER(M) such that ER(M) is a direct sum of ER(Rx^ •••, ER(Rxn).
Moreover we can take Rx±-\ ----- \-Rx
n
 to be torsion if M is torsion.
Proof. We proceed the proof by induction on the number n of the genera-
tors of M. If n=l9 our assertion is obvious. We assume that the lemma is true
for every /2-module with n(<m) generators, and let us suppose that M has m
generators, say M=Ral-\ ----- \-Ram.
By a usual property of injectivity of ER(Ram)y we have that
ER(Ram)+M = ER(Ram)®S^ER(M)
for some submodule S of ER(Ram)+M. Putting ai=bί+sίy bi^ER(Ram)y s^S,
ί=l, 2y •••, m — 1, we obtain
M+ER(Ram) = (ΣΉ/fc,)θ£*(*O
Hence by making use of our induction hypothesis on $T?IΪJ?fo, , there are m—1
elements x19 •-, xm_^ in ER(^-\Rs^ER(M) such that
Hence it follows that
ER(M) =
Moreover, if M is torsion, so is each Ra{ and hence each Rsj is also torsion.
This implies that (ΣfiIιRxi)+Ra
m
 is torsion.
The following lemma is due to R. S. Pierce [6, Corollary 23.7].
Lemma 5, Let R be a regular ring, I an ideal of R and M an R-module with
IM=Q. Then M is injectίve as an R-module if and only if M is injectίve as an
Rf I -module.
REMARK. Let R be a regular ring and / an ideal of R. If M is an R-
module and /Λf=0, then it is easily seen that IER(M)=Q. In particular we
have that IER(R/I)=0 and hence, by the lemma above, ER(RII)=ER/I(R/I)
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Proof of Theorem 3. (a)=>(b). Let M=Ra^ \-Ra
n
 be a finitely gen-
erated Λ-module. By Lemma 4 and the above remark, there are ideals I19 •••,/„
of R such that M is embedded in the external direct sum of Q(R/Il)9 •••, Q(R/In)
as an essential submodule. Let us write
a1 = #n X X Xln ,
az '
==
 X2ι X * " " X Λ?2« >
where xiJ^Q(R/IJ), ί,y=l, 2, ••-, ra, and denote Σ^i^v by AJ9j=l9 2, •••, n.
Then ^4y is a finitely generated Λ//y-submodule of Q(RIIj),j=ly 2, •••, n and M
is embedded in ^S φ^f,, as an essential Λ-submodule. Here, applying
Theorem 1, each Aj satisfies the condition (*) as an 7?//y-module and so does as
an Λ-module. Hence M satisfies the condition (*) as an jR-module.
In the proof above, we can take each 7t to be dense ideal of R if M is tor-
sion. Therefore this yields the proof of (a)=>(b) in Theorem 2 at the same time.
(b)=>(a). Let / be an ideal of R. By Theorem 1, to prove that Q(R/I)
= C(Λ//), we may show that every finitely generated torsion free ^//-module
satisfies the condition (*) as an .R/7-module. But this is evident, since every
finitely generated torsion free Λ/7-module satisfies the condition (*) as an R-
module and so does as an Λ/7-module.
Note that if / is a dense ideal and M is an JR//-module, then M is torsion
as an Λ-module since /M— 0. Hence we also obtain the proof of (b)=φ(a) in
Theorem 2.
Corollary 6. Let R be a regular ring such that Q(RII)=C(RII) for every
dense ideal I of R. Then every finitely generated torsion ίnjectίve R-module is a
direct sum of cyclic R-modules.
Corollary 7. Let R be a regular ring such that Q(RII)=C(R/I) for every
ideal I of R. Then every finitely generated ίnjectίve R-module is a direct sum of
cyclic R-modules.
Corollary 7 was shown by R. S. Pierce [6, Theorem 23.5] for the ring of all
global sections of the simple F-sheaf over a Boolean space where F is a finite
field. Let us note that a regular ring R is isomorphic to such a regular ring if
and only if there exist finite elements, say r19 •••, rny in R with the property that
all Λ/m, meSpec^) are fields with just n elements r^m, •••, r
n
-\-m and R/n
~R/n' for any n, n' in Spec (R) by the canonical mapping: r
ί
 +π~>^+^/ (cf.
[5, Proposition 2.1]). This class of regular rings contains Boolean rings and
more generally Brings in the sense of McCoy and Montgomery [2] ([6, p. 53]).
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On the other hand, since this class of regular rings is clearly closed under ho-
momorphic images, it is contained, by [5, Theorem 2.4], in the class of those
regular rings R with Q(R/I)=C(RII) for every ideal / of R. So, Corollary 7
can be seen as a generalization of the result due to R. S. Pierce.
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